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The Lie group of real analytic
diffeomorphisms is not real analytic

by

Rafael Dahmen (Darmstadt) and
Alexander Schmeding (Trondheim)

Abstract. We construct an infinite-dimensional real analytic manifold structure on
the space of real analytic mappings from a compact manifold to a locally convex manifold.
Here a map is defined to be real analytic if it extends to a holomorphic map on some
neighbourhood of the complexification of its domain. As is well known, the construction
turns the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms into a smooth locally convex Lie group.
We prove that this group is regular in the sense of Milnor.

In the inequivalent “convenient setting of calculus” the real analytic diffeomorphisms
even form a real analytic Lie group. However, we prove that the Lie group structure on
the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms is in general not real analytic in our sense.

1. Introduction. A classical result by Leslie states that the group of
real analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact analytic manifold is an infinite-
dimensional Lie group (see [21]). Unfortunately, the proof in [21] contains a
gap, as is pointed out in [18]. However, in the “convenient setting of analysis”
it is possible to show (cf. [18, 19]):

Theorem (Kriegl/Michor, 1990). For a compact real analytic manifold
M the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms Diffω(M) is a real analytic Lie
group (in the sense of convenient calculus) modelled on the Silva space (1)
Xω(M) of real analytic vector fields.

The theorem above subsumes the earlier (but flawed) result in [21]. This
is a nontrivial observation since in general the calculus used in [21] and the
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bonding maps are compact operators. See [9] for more information on Silva spaces (called
(LS)-spaces there).
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convenient calculus used in [18, 19] are inequivalent. Before we continue,
we have to briefly discuss the different notions of differentiability in locally
convex spaces which will be used throughout the present article:

(i) smooth Keller Crc -maps (C∞R ),
(ii) real analytic mappings (CωR),

(iii) convenient smooth mappings (c∞R ),
(iv) convenient real analytic mappings (cωR).

In this article, we base our investigation on C∞R -maps, i.e. on Keller’s Crc -
theory (also called Bastiani calculus); see the Appendix or [12] for a stream-
lined exposition. Building on this and an idea by Milnor, we call a map
f : E ⊇ U → F between real locally convex spaces real analytic or CωR if it

extends to a holomorphic map (i.e. a Keller C∞C -map) Ũ → FC on an open

neighbourhood Ũ of U in the complexification EC of E (cf. Definition A.3
or [12]).

Further, we recall the notions of convenient smooth (c∞R ) and convenient
real analytic maps (cωR) (see [19]). A map between complete spaces is conve-
nient smooth [convenient real analytic] if it maps smooth curves to smooth
curves [analytic curves to analytic curves].

In general, the various concepts of smoothness and analyticity are in-
equivalent. However, it is well known (combine [19, Theorems 4.11 and 10.1]
and [9, §9, Satz 6]) that the above notions of differentiability are related as
follows:

Cω
R

real
analytic

C∞
R

smooth
Cr
c -map

cωR
convenient
real analytic

c∞R
convenient
smooth

if E,F are
metrisable

if E,F are
metrisable
or Silva spaces

Fig. 1. Relations of different types of differentiability for f : E → F with E,F complete.
Dashed arrows indicate conditional implications.

Leslie constructs Diffω(M) as a Lie group modelled on a Silva space
in the setting of Keller’s Crc -theory. As C∞R -differentiability agrees on Silva
spaces with convenient smoothness, [18] subsumes the earlier construction
in [21].

In the present paper we study again the Lie group of real analytic diffeo-
morphisms on a compact real analytic manifold, but this time with a real
analytic (CωR-)structure. Since for Silva spaces real analyticity in our sense
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is stronger than convenient real analyticity (cωR), we cannot use the above
theorem to conclude that the group is also a CωR-Lie group.

The paper commences with the construction of a real analytic mani-
fold structure on the set CωR(M,N) of real analytic mappings between two
analytic manifolds M and N . We assume that M is compact (and hence
finite-dimensional), while N may be infinite-dimensional as long as it admits
a local addition, which is a very weak assumption (see Definition 2.2). We
follow the well known construction of cωR-structures on spaces of cωR-mappings
(cf. [18]) and obtain the following result.

Theorem A. Let M,N be real analytic manifolds with M compact and
N admitting a local addition. Then CωR(M,N) is a real analytic manifold.
The manifold structure does not depend on the choice of local addition.

Here the real analytic structure means real analyticity in the stronger
sense explained above (CωR). The group of diffeomorphisms Diffω(M) turns
out to be open in the CωR-manifold CωR(M,M). Hence the real analytic man-
ifold structure on CωR(M,M) induces a real analytic structure on Diffω(M).
To spell it out explicitly, this result is not surprising in any respect. In the
inequivalent convenient setting a cωR-version of Theorem A using the notion
of convenient real analytic (cωR-)maps was already known. However, since
CωR is stronger than cωR, it is not possible to adapt the arguments estab-
lishing real analyticity to our setting. Moreover, the stronger notion of real
analyticity we adopt in this paper requires special care if one wants to deal
with spaces CωC(M,N) where N is an infinite-dimensional locally convex
manifold. To obtain Theorem A for infinite-dimensional manifolds N , we
consider complexifications for certain types of infinite-dimensional vector
bundles. For finite-dimensional vector bundles this seems to be part of the
folklore (see for example [18, 7.1]); an infinite-dimensional analogue has just
recently been recorded in [7].

Furthermore, in the convenient setting [19, Theorem 43.3] it has been
shown that the cω-Lie group Diffω(M) is regular. To put this result into
perspective, recall the notion of regularity for Lie groups:

Let G be a Lie group modelled on a locally convex space, with identity
element 1, and r ∈ N0∪{∞}. We use the tangent map of the right translation
ρg : G → G, x 7→ xg, by g ∈ G to define v.g := T1ρg(v) ∈ TgG for v in
T1(G) =: L(G). Following [6] and [15], G is called Cr-semiregular if for each
Cr-curve γ : [0, 1]→ L(G) the initial value problem{

η′(t) = γ(t).η(t),

η(0) = 1,

has a (necessarily unique) Cr+1-solution Evol(γ) := η : [0, 1]→ G. If further

evol : Cr([0, 1],L(G))→ G, γ 7→ Evol(γ)(1),
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is smooth, we call G Cr-regular. If G is Cr-regular and r ≤ s, then G is
also Cs-regular. A C∞-regular Lie group G is called regular (in the sense of
Milnor). Every finite-dimensional Lie group is C0-regular. Several important
results in infinite-dimensional Lie theory are only available for regular Lie
groups (see [15]; cf. also [19] and the references therein).

In the present situation the model space of the Lie group Diffω(M) is
the Silva space Xω(M) of real analytic vector fields. Thus C∞ and c∞ agree
on Xω(M). However, for regularity as defined above, we have to establish
the smoothness of the map evol. Now evol is defined on the function space
Cr([0, 1],Xω(M)), which is no longer a Silva space although Xω(M) is one.
Thus our notion of smoothness (C∞R ) is not equivalent to the notion of con-
venient smoothness (c∞R ) on C∞([0, 1],Xω(M)), and so the result of Kriegl
and Michor does not imply that the Lie group Diffω(M) is regular in our
setting. However, Glöckner’s regularity theorem for Silva Lie groups (see
[15, Theorem 15.5]) enables us to prove the regularity of Diffω(M):

Theorem B. Let M be a compact real analytic manifold. Then the C∞R -
Lie group Diffω(M) is C1-regular.

Summarizing, we have seen so far that the group Diffω(M) is a

• regular cωR-Lie group (Theorem of Kriegl/Michor),
• regular C∞R -Lie group (Theorem B),
• CωR-manifold (Theorem A).

One would suspect that the real analytic structure turns Diffω(M) into a
CωR-Lie group, i.e. the group operations are CωR-mappings (and not just C∞R ).
In the last part of this paper we investigate this question for the group of
analytic diffeomorphisms on the circle S1. In contrast to the result in the
convenient setting, we obtain the following.

Theorem C. Let S1 be the unit circle in R2 with the canonical real
analytic manifold structure. Then the group multiplication of the Lie group
Diffω(S1) is not real analytic. In particular, Diffω(S1) is a cωR-Lie group but
not a CωR-Lie group.

Observe that group multiplication is an instructive example of a mapping
which is smooth in the sense of Keller’s Crc -theory, convenient real analytic
but not real analytic. The reason for this surprising behaviour is buried in the
construction of the model space Xω(S1) of Diffω(S1) and its complexification
(cf. Section 4).

This counterexample is tailored to the manifold S1. Hence it just indi-
cates that Diffω(M) will in general not be a real analytic Lie group in our
sense. Nevertheless, the construction of the counterexample should carry
over to the general setting. The authors believe that a similar analysis will
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show that for an arbitrary compact real analytic manifold M (except the
zero-dimensional ones) the group Diffω(M) is not a real analytic Lie group.

2. The locally convex manifold structure for spaces of analytic
maps. In this section we recall the construction of the manifold structure
on spaces of analytic functions. The basic idea is not new and follows the
exposition in the convenient setting (see [18]). Beyond the Fréchet setting
our notion of real analytic maps is not equivalent to the notion in the conve-
nient setting of global analysis. Thus the arguments establishing analyticity
in our sense are new and require the complexification of several (infinite-
dimensional) vector bundles.

Notation 2.1. We write N := {1, 2, . . .} and N0 := N ∪ {0}. As usual,
K will denote either the field R of real numbers or the field C of complex
numbers. For a normed space (E, ‖·‖), x ∈ E and R > 0, we let BE

R (x) be
the open ball of radius R centred at x.

The setting of real analytic mappings used in this paper (cf. [12] and [3])
is briefly recalled in the Appendix. We urge the reader to review the Ap-
pendix for more information on the calculus, locally convex manifolds and
Lie groups used throughout the paper.

Definition 2.2. Let N be a real analytic manifold modelled on a locally
convex space over R. We call a real analytic map Σ : TN ⊇ Ω → N defined
on an open neighbourhood Ω of the zero-section in TN a (real analytic)
local addition if

• (πTN , Σ) : TN ⊇ Ω → N × N induces a CωR-diffeomorphism onto an
open neighbourhood of the diagonal in N ×N ,
• Σ(0x) = x for all x ∈ N , where 0x is the zero-element in the fibre

over x.

Remark 2.3. (1) For finite-dimensional paracompact real analytic man-
ifolds N there always exists a real analytic local addition. It is given by the
real analytic Riemannian exponential map exp: TN ⊇ Ω → N (see [16] and
[18, 7.5]).

(2) Note that also every (possibly infinite-dimensional) (real analytic) Lie
group admits a real analytic local addition due to the real analytic group
structure and the fact that the tangent bundle is trivial (cf. [19, 42.4]).

Our approach uses complexifications of several vector bundles on M
(which are possibly infinite-dimensional). The reader is referred to [7, Sec-
tion 3] for the notation and details concerning these constructions.

2.4. Let (F, π,M) be a real analytic vector bundle whose typical fibre
E is a locally convex vector space, M is finite-dimensional paracompact and
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F a locally convex manifold. By [7, Proposition 3.5] (cf. also [18, 7.1] for
the finite-dimensional case) the bundle (F, π,M) admits a unique bundle
complexification (FC, πC,MC).

For a compact subset K ⊆ M consider the real vector space of germs
alongK of real analytic sections, ΓωR (F |K). The complexification of ΓωR (F |K)
is given as

ΓωR (F |K)C = ΓωC (FC|K)

(cf. [18, 7.2]). As the bundle complexification is unique, this construction
does not depend on the choice of complexifications.

In the following we identify ΓωR (F |K) with the corresponding comple-
mented subspace of ΓωC (FC|K) and topologise ΓωR (F |K) with the subspace
topology. If F is a finite-dimensional manifold, Lemma A.16 shows that
ΓωC (FC|K) is a Silva space. Since closed subspaces of Silva spaces are Silva
spaces by [5, Corollary 8.6.9], ΓωR (F |K) is a Silva space if dimF <∞.

2.5 (Canonical charts for CωR(M,N)). Fix a compact real analytic man-
ifold M and a (possibly infinite-dimensional) real analytic manifold N . We
require that N admits a real analytic local addition Σ : TN ⊇ Ω → N .

Consider f ∈ CωR(M,N) and define

Uf := {g ∈ CωR(M,N) | (f(x), g(x)) ∈ (πTN , Σ)(Ω) for all x ∈M}
and a map Φf : Uf → ΓωR (f∗TN) by

Φf (γ) :=
(
idM , (πTN , Σ)−1 ◦ (f, γ)

)
.

In the following, we identify f∗Ω = {(x,X) ∈ M × TN | X ∈ Tf(x)N ∩Ω}
with an open submanifold of f∗TN . The topology on ΓωR (f∗TN) is the
subspace topology of ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M). Now ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M) is the locally
convex inductive limit of steps whose topology is the compact-open topology
(cf. Lemma A.14). We deduce that the topology of ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M) is finer
than the compact-open topology, and thus the same holds for ΓωR (f∗TN). As
M is compact, this shows that Φf (Uf ) = {σ ∈ ΓωR (f∗TN) | σ(M) ⊆ f∗Ω}
is an open subset of ΓωR (f∗TN). Define the real analytic map

τf : f∗Ω → (f × idN )−1(πTN , α)(Ω) ⊆M ×N, τf (x,X) := (x,Σ(X)).

Clearly τf is bijective and respects the fibres over M . Its inverse is the real
analytic map

τ−1f (y, z) :=
(
y, (πTN , Σ)−1(f(y), z)

)
.

By construction this map takes its values in f∗Ω ⊆ f∗TN and is continuous
with respect to the subspace topology on this space induced by M ×TN on
the fibre product. We conclude that τf is a homeomorphism onto its (open)
image, and thus

Ωf,g := τ−1g (τf (f∗Ω)) ⊆ g∗Ω
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is open. Let us now compute, for f, g ∈ CωR(M,N) and σ in Φg(Uf ∩ Ug),
a formula for Φf ◦ Φ−1g . Denote by π∗TNg : g∗TN → TN the bundle map
covering g. Then we obtain

(Φf ◦ Φ−1g )(σ) = (idM , (πTN , Σ)−1 ◦ (f,Σ ◦ (π∗TNg) ◦ σ))(2.1)

= τ−1f ◦ τg ◦ σ =: (τ−1f ◦ τg)∗(σ).

Here (τ−1f ◦ τg)∗ is defined on bM,Ωf,gc := {σ ∈ ΓωR (g∗TN) | σ(M) ⊆ Ωf,g},
which is an open subset of ΓωR (g∗TN) (2). Thus Φg(Uf ∩ Ug) = bM,Ωf,gc
is open in the compact-open topology and also in the finer topology on
ΓωR (g∗TN).

We will now prove Theorem A. The manifold structure constructed on
CωR(M,N) is a manifold under the extended Definition A.5 of manifolds (i.e.
the model space can depend on the chart).

Theorem 2.6. Let M,N be real analytic manifolds such that M is com-
pact and N admits a real analytic local addition.

(1) The family (Uf , Φf )f∈CωR (M,N) is a real analytic atlas for CωR(M,N).

(2) The identification topology with respect to the atlas in (1) turns
CωR(M,N) into a (Hausdorff ) real analytic manifold modelled on the
spaces ΓωR (f∗TN) where f runs through CωR(M,N). If N is finite-
dimensional, CωR(M,N) is a manifold modelled on Silva spaces.

(3) The manifold structure does not depend on the choice of local addi-
tion.

Proof. (1) Clearly (Uf , Φf )f∈CωR (M,N) is an atlas for CωR(M,N). We have
to show that the changes of charts are real analytic. To this end consider
f, g ∈ CωR(M,N) with Uf∩Ug 6= ∅ and fix σ ∈ Φg(Uf∩Ug). We will construct
a holomorphic map on an open σ-neighbourhood in the complexification
ΓωR (g∗TN)C which extends Φf ◦ Φ−1g . To achieve this, we proceed in several
steps.

Step 1: Complexifications of bundles and local data. We form the pull-
back bundles (f∗TN, f∗πTN ,M) and (g∗TN, g∗πTN ,M). These are locally
convex bundles over a finite-dimensional paracompact base. Hence both ad-
mit unique bundle complexifications (cf. 2.4) which we denote by ((f∗TN)C,
(f∗πTN )C,M

∗) and ((g∗TN)C, (g
∗πTN )C,M

∗), respectively. Note that by
passing to open subsets in the complexification, we may choose the same
complexification M∗ of M as base for the complex bundles.

Following 2.4 we identify the bundle complexifications ΓωR (f∗TN)C =
ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M) and ΓωR (g∗TN)C = ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M). Hence a real ana-

(2) As is customary, for a smooth or analytic map h we denote by h∗ the map defined
by h∗(γ) := h ◦ γ on a suitable open subset of a space of mappings.
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lytic section σ ∈ Φg(Uf ∩ Ug) ⊆ ΓωR (g∗TN) is associated to a germ σ̃ ∈
ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M) of a holomorphic section.

Finally, we fix some local data. As M is compact, we can choose a finite
set A with the following properties:

(i) For α ∈ A there is a bundle trivialisation

κfα : (f∗πTN )−1(Mα)→Mα × EC

of (f∗TN)C which restricts on the analytic submanifold f∗TN to a
bundle trivialisation of f∗TN .

(ii) For α ∈ A there is a bundle trivialisation κgα : (g∗πTN )−1(Mα) →
Mα ×EC of (g∗TN)C which restricts on the real analytic submani-
fold g∗TN to a bundle trivialisation of g∗TN .

(iii) There are compact sets Kα ⊆Mα ∩M with M =
⋃
α∈AKα.

Step 2: A suitable σ̃-neighbourhood Oσ in ΓωR (g∗TN)C. As M is com-
pact and thus finite-dimensional, the complexification M∗ in Step 1 is para-
compact and thus regular as a topological space. From Lemma A.12 we de-
duce that (f∗TN)C and (g∗TN)C are regular as topological spaces. Observe
that σ(M) is a compact subset of Ωf,g ⊆ g∗TN . Thus by [7, Lemma 2.2(a)]
there is an open complex neighbourhood O1 ⊆ (g∗TN)C of σ(M) on which
τ−1f ◦ τg|Ωf,g : Ωf,g → f∗TN extends to a holomorphic map φ : (g∗TN)C ⊇
O1 → O2 ⊆ (f∗TN)C.

Without loss of generality we can assume O1 ∩ f∗TN ⊆ Ωf,g. Shrinking
O1 further, we may assume that φ preserves the fibres of the complex bundle.
To see this note that τ−1f ◦ τg is fibre preserving. Then we compute in pairs

of trivialisations which satisfy (i) and (ii) of Step 1. It is easy to construct
a holomorphic extension on a complex neighbourhood which preserves the
fibres. Finally the identity theorem for real analytic functions shows that we
can shrink O1 so that φ is a fibre preserving map of the complex bundle.

As σ(M) is contained in O1, we deduce for each α ∈ A from (iii) in
Step 1 that σ(Kα) is contained in the open set

Uα := φ−1((f∗πTN )−1C (Mα)) ∩ (g∗πTN )−1C (Mα) ∩O1 ⊆ (g∗TN)C.

Now fix α ∈ A and consider the family (κgα(x))x∈Kα . Recall that Kα is a com-
pact subset of a finite-dimensional, hence locally compact manifold. Apply
now the Wallace theorem [8, 3.2.10] to obtain a finite family (Kα,k)1≤k≤nα
of compact sets with the following properties:

• For 1 ≤ k ≤ nα there are open subsets Oα,k,1 ⊆ Mα and Oα,k,2 ⊆ EC
such that κgα(σ(Kα,k)) ⊆ Oα,k,1 × Oα,k,2. This entails Kα,k ⊆ Oα,k,1
⊆Mα.
• The open set Oα,k := (κgα)−1(Oα,k,1 ×Oα,k,2) is contained in Uα.
• Kα ⊆

⋃
1≤k≤nα Kα,k.
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Repeat this construction for each α ∈ A. Then we can replace (Kα)α∈A
with a finite family of compact subsets such that nα = 1 for all α ∈ A
and the above conditions are satisfied. To shorten the notation denote this
refinement again by (Kα)α∈A and write Oα,i := Oα,1,i for i ∈ {1, 2} and
Oα := Oα,1.

Observe that by construction σ̃ is contained in each of the sets

bKα, Oαc := {s ∈ ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M) | s(Kα) ⊆ Oα}.
Definition A.13 and Lemma A.14 assert that the topology of the locally
convex space ΓωC ((g∗TN)C)|M) is finer than the compact-open topology.
Thus each bKα, Oαc is an open subset of ΓωC ((g∗TN)C)|M). Since A is finite,
Oσ =

⋂
α∈AbKα, Oαc is an open σ̃-neighbourhood. Moreover, each Oα is

contained in O1 and thus property (iii) in Step 1 yields Oσ ⊆ bM,O1c
= {s ∈ ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M) | s(M) ⊆ O1}. The topology on ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M)
is finer than the compact-open topology, whence bM,O1c is open in
ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M).

Step 3: Embedding the spaces of complex sections. With the notation
of Lemma A.16 we obtain the topological embeddings

Θf : ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M)→
⊕
α∈A

Hol(Kα ⊆MC
α , EC),

s 7→ (I
κfα
◦ resMKα(s))α∈A,

Θg : ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M)→
⊕
α∈A

Hol(Kα ⊆MC
α , EC),

s 7→ (Iκgα ◦ resMKα(s))α∈A.

The topology on Hol(Kα ⊆Mα, EC) is finer than the compact-open topology
(Lemma A.15(1) asserts Hol(Kα ⊆ Mα, EC) ∼= ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|Kα) and the
topology on the latter space has this property). Hence,

Iκgα ◦ resMKα(bKα, Oαc) = bKα, O
2
αc ⊆ Hol(Kα ⊆Mα, EC)

is open. We deduce that Θg(Oσ) is contained in the open neighbourhood⊕
α∈AbKα, O

2
αc ⊆

⊕
α∈A Hol(Kα ⊆Mα, EC).

Step 4: A holomorphic extension on Oσ. We define the map

φ∗ : ΓωC ((g∗TN)C|M) ⊇ bM,O1c → ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M), s 7→ φ ◦ s.
Note that φ∗ makes sense, as φ is fibre preserving. Moreover, as Oσ ⊆
bM,O1c is a complex open neighbourhood of σ̃, φ∗ extends (τ−1f ◦ τg)∗ in an
open neighbourhood of σ in the complexification.

To see that the map φ∗ is holomorphic, define maps fα : bKα, O
2
αc →

Hol(Kα ⊆MC
α , EC) via

fα(γ) := (pr2 ◦ κfα ◦ φ ◦ (κgα)−1)∗(idKα , γ).
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By [13, Proposition 3.3], fα is a C∞C -map and we obtain a map⊕
α∈A

fα :
⊕
α∈A
bKα, O

2
αc →

⊕
α∈A

Hol(KαM
C
α , EC).

It satisfies
⊕

α∈A fα ◦ Θg|Oσ = Θf ◦ φ∗|Oσ . Since every fα is C∞C , the map⊕
α∈A fα is C∞C by [14, Proposition 4.7]. Recall from Lemma A.16 that

Θf is a linear topological embedding with closed image. Hence φ∗|Oσ =
Θ−1f ◦

⊕
α∈A fα ◦Θg|Oσ implies that φ∗|Oσ is C∞C .

We now summarise the results from Steps 1–4. We have seen that the
map (τ−1f ◦ τg)∗ extends to a holomorphic map on a neighbourhood of each
element in its domain. As real analyticity is a local property, this shows that
(τ−1f ◦τg)∗ is real analytic. Hence (2.1) shows that Φf ◦Φ−1g is a real analytic
map.

(2) Endow CωR(M,N) with the identification topology of the atlas con-
structed in (1). The topological space CωR(M,N) will be a real analytic
locally convex manifold if we can show that the identification topology on
CωR(M,N) is Hausdorff. To see this, it suffices to prove that for all x ∈ M
the point evaluations evx : CωR(M,N) → N , f 7→ f(x), are continuous with
respect to the identification topology. By definition we have to prove that
for all f ∈ CωR(M,N) and x ∈ M the composition evx ◦ Φ−1f : Φf (Uf ) → N

is continuous. One easily computes that evx ◦ Φ−1f (σ) = Σ ◦ π∗TN (σ(x)) for

every section σ ∈ Φf (Uf ). Hence, it suffices to observe that the point evalu-
ations on ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M) are continuous (since ΓωR (f∗TN) is topologised
as a subspace). By definition ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M) is the inductive limit of the
spaces ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|W ) on which the point evaluations are continuous (see
Definition A.13). As point evaluations are linear, an inductive limit argu-
ment shows that evx is continuous on the limit. Consequently, CωR(M,N) is
a Hausdorff topological space.

(3) Let Σ# be another real analytic local addition on N . Construct new

charts Φ#
f and maps τ#f as in 2.5 with respect to Σ. We have only used the

fact that (πTN , Σ) restricts to a diffeomorphism on an open neighbourhood
Ω of the zero section in TN . By definition of a local addition the same holds

for Σ#. Thus we can define τ#f ◦ τ
−1
g on an open subset Ω#

f,g ⊆ g
∗(Ω ∩Ω#)

(depending on both Σ and Σ#). Furthermore, we obtain an identity anal-

ogous to (2.1) (involving now Φ#
f and τ#f ). Note that the arguments and

constructions in Steps 1, 3 and 4 of (1) do not depend on Σ, and thus can
be copied verbatim. Finally, it is easy to see that also the construction in
Step 2 of (1) can be easily adapted (as only the choices of compact and
open sets have to be changed). Hence analogous arguments to those in (1)
show that the charts constructed with respect to different local additions
are compatible, i.e. the resulting changes of charts are real analytic. We
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conclude that the construction does not depend on the choice of local addi-
tion.

Recall that in [22, §10] a smooth manifold structure for C∞R (M,N) has
been constructed. Moreover, the construction in [22, Theorem 10.4] car-
ries over to infinite-dimensional manifolds N which admit a local addi-
tion (3). The manifold C∞R (M,N) is modelled on spaces of smooth sections
Γ∞(f∗TN) for f ∈ C∞R (M,N) with canonical charts defined analogously to
the charts constructed in 2.5. We remark that the notion of differentiability
adopted in [22] coincides with the one adopted in this paper. Hence, the
set C∞R (M,N) is a smooth manifold and we can copy the arguments in [18,
p. 48f.] verbatim to obtain the following results:

2.7 ([18, Theorem 8.3]). Let M and N be real analytic finite-dimen-
sional manifolds, with M compact. Then the smooth manifold C∞R (M,N)
with the structure from [22, 10.4] is a real analytic manifold. In fact a real
analytic atlas is given by

Φ∞f : C∞R (M,N) ⊇ Uf → Γ∞(f∗TN), g 7→ (idM , (πTN , Σ)−1(f, g)),

where f runs through CωR(M,N) and Uf is defined as in 2.5 with respect
to the (real analytic) local addition Σ. As M is compact, the model spaces
Γ∞(f∗TN) are endowed with the compact-open C∞R -topology.

Proposition 2.8. Let M and N be real analytic manifolds and as-
sume that M is compact. Consider the canonical inclusion ι : CωR(M,N)→
C∞R (M,N).

(1) If N is finite-dimensional, then ι is a real analytic map with respect
to the real analytic manifold structures of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7.

(2) If N is infinite-dimensional and admits a local addition, then ι is of
class C∞R with respect to the smooth structures of Theorem 2.6 and
[22, §10] on C∞(M,N).

Proof. Computing in canonical charts, we see that for f ∈ CωR(M,N) the
canonical inclusion maps domΦf into domΦ∞f . Thus it suffices to consider

the local representative Φ∞f ◦ ι ◦ Φ
−1
f which coincides with the restriction

of the canonical inclusion Λ : ΓωR (f∗TN) → Γ∞(f∗TN). As Λ is linear, it
is sufficient to prove that Λ is continuous. Denote the typical fibre of the
vector bundle f∗TN by E. By definition of the compact-open C∞R -topology,
the topology on Γ∞(f∗TN) is initial with respect to the linear mappings

θ∞ψ : Γ∞(f∗TN)→ C∞R (Mψ, E), X 7→ pr2 ◦ ψ ◦X|Mψ
,

where ψ runs through all (real analytic) bundle trivializations.

(3) In fact, one has only to replace the Ω-Lemma in the proof of [22, Theorem 10.4]
by Glöckner’s Ω-Lemma [10, Theorem F.23].
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Fixing a trivialisation ψ we will show that θ∞ψ ◦ Λ is continuous. In the
following we use standard multi-index notation for partial derivatives.

Recall from Definition A.6 that a typical zero-neighbourhood in the space
C∞R (Mψ, E) is of the form

Ωκ,K,n,p :=

{
g ∈ C∞R (Mψ, E)

∣∣∣∣ sup|α|≤n Pα,κ,K,p(g)

= sup|α|≤n supx∈K p
(
∂α(g ◦ κ−1)(x)

)
<1

}
,

where κ : Mψ ⊇ Uκ → Vκ ⊆ Rk is a real analytic manifold chart, K ⊆ Vκ is
compact, n ∈ N0, and p is a continuous seminorm on E. Fix κ, K ⊆ Vκ
compact, n ∈ N0 and a continuous seminorm p. We construct a zero-
neighbourhood in ΓωR (f∗TN) which is mapped by θ∞ψ ◦ Λ to Ωκ,K,n,p.

The topology on ΓωR (f∗TN) is the subspace topology induced by the
complex bundle ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M). Since ψ is a real analytic bundle trivi-
alisation, the holomorphic extension ψC of ψ yields a bundle trivialisation
for (f∗TN)C (cf. [7, Proposition 3.5]). Analogously, we can extend κ to a
holomorphic chart κC of the complexification MC

ψ . Now by a combination
of Lemma A.15(2) and (1) we obtain a continuous linear map

H : ΓωC ((f∗TN)C|M)→ Hol(K ⊆MψC , EC), X 7→ pr2 ◦ ψC ◦ resMK (X).

The space Hol(K ⊆MψC , EC) is the inductive limit of the spaces Hol(Uk, EC)
(where (Uk)k∈N is a fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods of K in MψC).
Each of the steps carries the compact-open topology, which coincides with
the compact-open C∞C -topology for holomorphic maps by Lemma A.7. Hence
by definition of the locally convex inductive limit, the set

OκC,K,n,p :=
{
g ∈ Hol(K ⊆MψC , EC)

∣∣∣ sup
|α|≤n

Pα,κC,K,pC(g) < 1
}

is an open zero-neighbourhood where we choose a seminorm pC on EC
which induces the given seminorm p on the real subspace E (this is pos-
sible by [4, Section 2]). Note that the partial derivatives in the definition
of OK,n,p are taken with respect to complex variables. Since ψC|domψ = ψ
and κC|Mψ∩UκC = κ, the zero-neighbourhood H−1(OκC,K,n,p) ∩ ΓωR (f∗TN)
is mapped by θ∞ψ ◦ Λ into Ωκ,K,n,1.

Keller C∞K -maps coincide on Silva spaces with smooth mappings in the
convenient sense (cf. [18, 1.3]). Thus we can almost (4) copy the proof for
the following result.

(4) The authors have not been able to follow the argument given in [19, Theorem 43.3]
establishing that the identification topology on CωR (M,M) is finer than the compact-open
C∞R -topology. Hence we chose to give another argument for the fact that Diffω(M) is an
open subset in CωR (M,N).
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Proposition 2.9 ([19, Theorem 43.3]). For a compact real analytic
manifold M the group Diffω(M) of all real analytic diffeomorphisms of M
is an open submanifold of CωR(M,M).

Composition and inversion in this group are smooth, whence Diffω(M)
is a smooth Lie group modelled on the Silva space Xω(M). Its Lie algebra
is the space Xω(M) of all real analytic vector fields on M , equipped with
the negative of the Lie bracket of vector fields. The associated exponential
mapping exp: Xω(M) → Diffω(M) is the time 1 flow mapping, and it is
smooth.

Proof. Since M is compact and thus finite-dimensional, Proposition 2.8
shows that the canonical inclusion ι : CωR(M,M)→ C∞R (M,M) is real ana-
lytic. Hence ι is continuous and we have Diffω(M) = ι−1(Diff∞(M)). Now
by [22, Theorem 11.11], Diff∞(M) is an open submanifold of C∞R (M,M),
whence Diffω(M) is open in CωR(M,M). The rest of the proof can be copied
verbatim from [19, Theorem 43.4].

Remark 2.10. (1) As shown in [19, Theorem 43.3] the group Diffω(M)
is even a real analytic Lie group in the convenient sense. Beyond the Fréchet
setting (e.g. for Silva spaces) our notion of analyticity is not equivalent to
the notion of convenient real analyticity. In Section 4 it will turn out that
the Lie group Diffω(M) is not real analytic in our sense.

(2) The topology constructed on Xω(M) = ΓωR (id∗MTM) coincides with
the “Van Howe” topology constructed in [21, §4] (this follows from [21,
Lemma 4.1]). Thus the Lie group Diffω(M) is modelled on the same topo-
logical vector space as the Lie group constructed in [21]. Although the con-
struction in [21] of the Lie group structure is flawed, the Lie group structure
obtained in Proposition 2.9 is precisely the one described in [21].

3. Regularity of the group of analytic diffeomorphisms. In this
section we prove Theorem B, that Diffω(M) is a regular Lie group. This
result is new in our setting (see [19, Theorem 43.4] for the corresponding
result in the convenient setting) and the proof is based on H. Glöckner’s
regularity theorem for Silva Lie groups.

Throughout this section, let M be a fixed compact CωR-manifold. Let us
first study the differential equation for Ck-regularity of Diffω(M).

3.1 (The differential equation of Ck-regularity for Diffω(M)). Fix a
curve γ ∈ Ck([0, 1],Xω(M)). We call a Ck+1-curve η : [0, 1] → Diffω(M)
which solves the differential equation

(3.1)

{
η′(t) = γ(t).η(t) = T1ρη(t)(γ(t)),

η(0) = idM ,

the evolution of γ. Recall that the right translation ρη(t) by the element η(t)
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in the group Diffω(M) is precomposition with η(t). Identifying the tangent
spaces Tf Diffω(M) = Γω(f∗TM) we derive that T1ρf (X) = X ◦ f . This
can be proved exactly as [22, Corollary 10.14]. In loc. cit. only spaces of
smooth mappings are considered. Since the manifolds are modelled on Silva
spaces, one can alternatively invoke [19, Corollary 42.18] from the convenient
setting. Hence the differential equation (3.1) becomes

(3.2)

{
η′(t) = γ(t, η(t)),

η(0) = idM .

We can view (3.2) as a differential equation whose right hand side is given
by the time dependent vector field γ. Since M is compact, it follows from the
theory of ordinary differential equations that the flow Flγ0 : [0, 1]×M →M
of (3.2) is defined on [0, 1] ×M . Furthermore, for each fixed t ∈ [0, 1] the
map Flγ0 (t, ·) is in Diffω(M) and Flγ0 (0, ·) = idM (5). We conclude that the
evolution of γ is (Flγ0 )∨ : [0, 1]→ Diffω(M) with (Flγ0 )∨(t) := Flγ0 (t, ·).

Notice that at this point it is not clear whether (Flγ0 )∨ : [0, 1]→ Diffω(M)
is Ck+1. In particular, Diffω(M) will be a Ck-regular Lie group if we can
show that (Flγ0 )∨ is a Ck+1-curve and the evolution

evol : Ck([0, 1],Xω(M))→ Diffω(M), X 7→ (FlX0 )∨(1) = FlX0 (1, ·),

is smooth. Let us prepare the proof of these results with some auxiliary
considerations.

3.2. As M is a finite-dimensional manifold, it admits a complexifica-
tion MC which can be chosen to be a Stein manifold (see [16, §3]). The
Stein manifold MC can be embedded as a closed complex submanifold of
a finite-dimensional complex space CN by [17, VII C, Theorem 13]. By
[23, Corollary 1], this complex submanifold admits an open neighbourhood
W ⊆ CN and an open holomorphic retraction q : W → MC. In the follow-
ing, we will identify the tangent bundles TM and TMC as submanifolds of
TCN = CN × CN .

3.3. By Remark 2.3(1), the real manifold M admits a real-analytic
local addition Σ : ΩΣ → M , whence (πTM , Σ) : ΩΣ → M × M is a CωR-
diffeomorphism onto its open image (πTM , Σ)(ΩΣ) ⊆M ×M .

Extend (πTM , Σ)−1 to a holomorphic map h : VΣ → CN × CN on an
open neighbourhood VΣ ⊆ W ×W of the diagonal ∆M . Summing up, we
obtain a commutative diagram

(5) See [20, IV, §2]. These results will also later be obtained as a consequence of the
proof of regularity.
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∆M
⊆
// (πTM , Σ)(ΩΣ)

⊆
��

∼=
(πTM ,Σ)−1

// ΩΣ
⊆

//

⊆
��

TM

VΣ
h // CN × CN

The set VΣ ⊆ W ×W is an open neighbourhood of the compact set ∆M .
Hence there is an r > 0 such that ∆M + (BCN

r (0)×BCN
r (0)) ⊆ VΣ .

Here, BCN
r (0) denotes the open r-ball in CN with respect to some norm.

By replacing this norm by a multiple, we may assume in the following that
r = 1, i.e.

∆M + (BCN
1 (0)×BCN

1 (0)) ⊆ VΣ .

In particular, this implies that M +BCN
1 (0) ⊆W .

3.4. Consider the following system of fundamental neighbourhoods of
the compact set M in the space W ⊆ CN :

Un := M +BCN
1/n(0) ⊆W ⊆ CN ,

together with the corresponding complex Banach spaces

Fn :=
(
Holb(Un,CN ), ‖·‖∞

)
.

Since q : W → MC is open, the sets q(Un) ⊆ MC form a system of funda-
mental neighbourhoods of M in MC. For n ∈ N, we consider the real Banach
space

En := ({f ∈ Holb(q(Un),CN ) | f(a) ∈ TaM for all a ∈M}, ‖·‖∞)

which embeds via θn : En → Fn, g 7→ g ◦ q, isometrically into the complex
Banach space Fn. We remark that the maps θn induce isometric embeddings

C([0, 1], θn) : C([0, 1], En)→ C([0, 1], Fn), γ 7→ θn ◦ γ.
Furthermore, there is a natural injective linear map En → En+1 : f 7→
f |q(Un+1), which is a compact operator by [18, Theorem 3.4]. Hence, the di-
rect limit of the sequence (En)n∈N is a Silva space which we identify with the
Silva space Xω(M). Using this identification, the limit maps of the inductive
limit are

jn : En → lim−→Ek ∼= Xω(M), f 7→ (idM , f |M ).

To prove the regularity of Diffω(M) we exploit Glöckner’s theorem on
regularity of Silva Lie groups [15, Theorem 15.5] whose key point we repeat
in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5. The Lie group Diffω(M) is C1-regular if

(?)


for each n ∈ N there is a zero-neighbourhood Pn ⊆ C([0, 1], En) such

that the map (Flγ0 )∨ : [0, 1]→ Diffω(M), t 7→ Flγ0 (t, ·), is C1 for

γ ∈ Pn and evol : Pn → Diffω(M), γ 7→ Flγ0 (1, ·), is continuous.
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Proof. Proposition 2.8 shows that the inclusion Diffω(M) → Diff(M)
is a morphism of Lie groups which separates the points. Now Diff(M) is a
C0-regular Lie group by [15, Corollary 13.7(a)] and Diffω(M) is modelled
on the Silva space Xω(M) = lim−→En. Hence [15, Theorem 15.5] implies that

Diffω(M) will be C1-regular if we can show that for each n ∈ N there is
an open zero-neighbourhood Pn ⊆ C([0, 1], En) with the following property:
Each element in Pn admits a C1-evolution and evol is continuous. However,
in 3.1 we have seen that for a (time dependent) real analytic vector field
the flow solves the differential equation associated to regularity. Thus if the
flow induces a C1-map (Flγ0 )∨, this mapping is the evolution of γ ∈ Pn. We
conclude that Diffω(M) is C1-regular if condition (?) is satisfied.

Before we can establish (?) from Lemma 3.5, we recall the definition of
Cr,s-mappings from [1].

Definition 3.6. Let E1, E2 and F be locally convex spaces, U and V
open subsets of E1 and E2, respectively, and r, s ∈ N0 ∪ {∞}.

(1) A mapping f : U × V → F is called a Cr,s-map if for all i, j ∈ N0

such that i ≤ r and j ≤ s, the iterated directional derivative

d(i,j)f(x, y, w1, . . . , wi, v1, . . . , vj)

:=
(
D(wi,0) · · ·D(w1,0)D(0,vj) · · ·D(0,v1)f

)
(x, y)

exists for all x ∈ U , y ∈ V , w1, . . . , wi ∈ E1, v1, . . . , vj ∈ E2 and yields
continuous maps

d(i,j)f : U × V × Ei1 × E
j
2 → F.

(2) In (1) all spaces E1, E2 and F were assumed to be modelled over
the same K ∈ {R,C}. By [1, Remark 4.10] we can instead assume that E1

is a locally convex space over R and E2, F are locally convex spaces over C.
Then a map f : U → F is a Cr,sR,C-map if the iterated differentials d(i,j)f (as

in (1)) exist for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r and 0 ≤ j ≤ s and are continuous. Here the
derivatives in the first component are taken with respect to R, and in the
second component with respect to C.

One can extend the definition of Cr,s- and Cr,sR,C-maps to obtain Cr,s-

or Cr,sR,C-mappings on closed intervals (see [1, Definition 3.2] for the general

case of locally convex domains with dense interior). For further results and
details on the calculus of Cr,s-maps we refer to [1].

With the help of the calculus of Cr,sR,C-mappings we can now establish

condition (?) from Lemma 3.5. To this end, fix n ∈ N and set

Pn := B
C([0,1],En)
1/(4n) (0), Qn := B

C([0,1],Fn)
1/(4n) (0).
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3.7. Consider the map

f : [0, 1]× Un ×Qn → CN , (t, x, γ) 7→ γ(t)(x),

where Un is the fundamental neighbourhood from 3.4. We can rewrite f
as f(t, x, γ) = ev(ev1(γ, t), x) where ev1 : C([0, 1], Fn) × [0, 1] → Fn and
ev : Holb(Un,CN )×Un → CN are the canonical evaluation maps. Note that
the inclusion Holb(Un,CN )→ Hol(Un,CN ) is continuous linear, hence holo-

morphic. We conclude from [1, Proposition 3.20] that ev1 is a C0,∞
R,C -map

and ev is holomorphic. Thus the chain rule [1, Lemma 3.17] implies that f

is of class C0,∞
R,C .

Let us now consider the initial value problem for fixed x0 ∈ Un,

(3.3)

{
x′(t) = f(t, x(t), γ),

x(0) = x0,

whose right hand side is given by f from 3.7.

Lemma 3.8. Let γ ∈ Qn. For every x0 ∈ U4n the initial value problem
(3.3) admits a unique maximal solution defined on the whole interval [0, 1].
This solution takes its values in the set U2n.

Proof. The map f from 3.7 is of class C0,∞
R,C with respect to [0, 1] ×

(Un ×Qn). Thus (3.3) admits a unique maximal solution ϕ0,x0,γ by [1, The-
orem 5.6]. We will now show that this solution takes its values in the compact
set U2n and hence is globally defined, i.e. defined on [0, 1] (cf. [20, IV, §2,
Theorem 2.3]). To this end, let t be in the domain of ϕ0,x0,γ . Then

‖ϕ0,x0,γ(t)− x0‖ = ‖ϕ0,x0,γ(t)− ϕ0,x0,γ(0)‖ =
∥∥∥ t�
0

ϕ′0,x0,γ(s) ds
∥∥∥

=
∥∥∥ t�
0

γ(s)(ϕ0,x0,γ(s)) ds
∥∥∥ ≤ t�

0

‖γ(s)‖∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1/(4n)

ds <
1

4n
.

Since x0 ∈ U4n, the triangle inequality implies ϕ0,x0,γ(t) ∈ U2n ⊆ U2n.

Proposition 3.9. For a time-dependent vector field γ∈Pn⊆C([0, 1], En)
the flow induces a C1-map (Flγ0 )∨ : [0, 1]→ Diffω(M), t 7→ Flγ0 (t, ·). Hence,
Evol(γ) = (Flγ0 )∨ for γ ∈ Pn

Proof. Fix γ ∈ Pn. We use the holomorphic retraction q : W → MC
(cf. 3.2) to lift γ to an element γ̃ := C([0, 1], θn)(γ) ∈ Qn. Note that by
definition this map is given by γ̃(t)(x) = γ(t)(q(x)) for all (t, x) ∈ [0, 1]×Un.

Then the flow Flf0 (·, γ̃) : [0, 1]×U4n → U2n of (3.3) exists for γ̃ by Lemma

3.8 and yields a C1,∞
R,C -map by [1, Proposition 5.9]. The definition of the
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mapping f shows that on M ⊆ U4n we have

(3.4) Flf0 (·, γ̃)|[0,1]×M = Flγ0 : [0, 1]×M →M.

Recall from 3.3 and 3.4 that the diffeomorphism (πTM , Σ)−1 admits a holo-
morphic extension h : VΣ → CN × CN such that U2n × U2n ⊆ VΣ . Now the
chain rules [1, Lemmas 3.17 and 3.18] imply that

Fγ : [0, 1]× U4n → CN , (t, x) 7→ pr2
(
x,pr2 ◦ h ◦ (x, F lf0 (t, x, γ̃))

)
,

is a mapping of class C1,∞
R,C . Moreover, since h|M×M = (πTM , Σ)−1 this map

satisfies

(3.5) Fγ([0, 1]× {a}) ⊆ TaM ⊆ CN for each a ∈M.

Apply now the exponential law [1, Theorem 3.28] for C1,∞
R,C -mappings on

finite-dimensional manifolds to obtain a C1
R-map

F∨γ : [0, 1]→ Hol(U4n,CN ), t 7→ Fγ(t, ·).

As M ⊆ U6n ⊆ U4n is compact, restriction induces a continuous linear
inclusion In : Hol(U4n,CN )→ Holb(U6n,CN ).

Thus In ◦ F∨γ : [0, 1] → Holb(U6n,CN ) = F6n is a C1
R-mapping whose

image is contained in the closed real subspace E6n by (3.5). Composing this
map with the limit map j6n : E6n → Xω(M) (see 3.4) we finally obtain a
C1
R-mapping

Hγ : [0, 1]→ Xω(M), t 7→ Fγ(t, ·)|TMM
(3.4)
= (πTM , Σ)−1 ◦ (idM , F l

γ
0 (t, ·)).

Recall that ΦidM : Diffω(M) ⊇ UidM → Xω(M), g 7→ (πTM , Σ)−1 ◦ (idM , g),
is a chart for Diffω(M). By construction Hγ is contained in the image of
ΦidM and thus Φ−1idM

◦Hγ = (Flγ0 )∨ is a C1
R-map.

By Proposition 3.9 we know that for a fixed curve γ ∈ Qn the evolution
Evol(γ) exists and is given by (Flγ0 )∨. To apply Lemma 3.5, it remains to
show that the endpoint of Evol(γ)(1) depends continuously on γ.

Proposition 3.10. The map evol : Pn → Diffω(M), γ → (Flγ0 )∨(1), is
continuous.

Proof. By Proposition 3.9 the following map makes sense:

H : U4n ×Qn → CN , (a, γ) 7→ pr2(h(a, F lf0 (1, a, γ))).

We deduce from the proof of Proposition 3.9 that evol : Pn → Diffω(M) can
be written as evol = (ΦidM )−1 ◦ j6n ◦ΨP where j6n is the limit map (see 3.4)
and

ΨP : Pn → E6n, γ 7→
(
a 7→ H(a,C([0, 1], θn)(γ))

)
.
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Hence, continuity of evol follows as soon as we are able to show that ΨP :
Pn → E6n is continuous. To show this, consider the commutative diagram

C([0, 1], En)

C([0,1],θn)
��

Pn
⊇

oo
ΨP //

��

E6n

θ6n
��

C([0, 1], Fn) Qn
⊇

oo
ΨQ
// F6n

with ΨQ : Qn → F6n, γ 7→ (a 7→ H(a, γ)) . As E6n is isometrically embedded
in F6n, continuity of ΨP will follow from continuity of ΨQ. Therefore, we will
show that for fixed γ0 ∈ Qn the map ΨQ is continuous at γ0.

By [1, Proposition 5.9] the flow Flf0 (1, ·) : U4n × Qn → CN is C∞C , and
hence the map H : U4n × Qn → CN defined above is C∞C as well. It is
well known (see e.g. [2, Proposition 6.3]) that this implies that H is lo-
cally Lipschitz. We apply [2, Proposition 6.4] to the compact sets U6n ⊆
U4n and {γ0} ⊆ Qn to obtain an open γ0-neighbourhood Wγ0 such that
H|U6n×Wγ0

: U6n × Wγ0 → CN is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with re-

spect to γ ∈Wγ0 , i.e. there is Lγ0 > 0 such that Wγ0 → CN , γ 7→ H(a, γ), is
Lγ0-Lipschitz continuous for each a ∈ U6n. We conclude that the F6n-valued
map

ΨQ|Wγ0
: Wγ0 → F6n, γ 7→ (a 7→ H(a, γ)),

is Lγ0-Lipschitz continuous. This finishes the proof.

We can now summarise the results of this section as follows.

Theorem 3.11. The Lie group Diffω(M) is C1-regular.

Proof. Propositions 3.9 and 3.10 imply that condition (?) of Lemma 3.5
is satisfied. Thus the assertion follows from that lemma.

4. The group of real analytic diffeomorphisms on the circle is
not real analytic. The aim of this section is to prove Theorem C. In
particular, this implies that Diffω(M) is not in general a real analytic Lie
group. To this end consider the unit circle S1 in C ∼= R2 with its canonical
real analytic manifold structure. We begin with preparatory considerations
concerning CωR(S1,S1).

4.1 (Real analytic local addition on S1). The manifold S1 carries the
structure of a real analytic (one-dimensional) Lie group, and hence its tan-
gent bundle is trivial via the canonical isomorphism of real analytic vec-
tor bundles S1 × L(S1) → TS1, (z, v) 7→ (z, z · v). Since the Lie algebra
L(S1) = T1S1 = iR is isomorphic to R, we obtain an isomorphism

ψ : S1 × R→ TS1, (z, r) 7→ (z, z · ir).
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The space Xω(S1) consists of all analytic sections of the tangent bundle TS1,
and CωR(S1,R) can be viewed as the analytic sections of the trivial bundle
S1×R. Hence, the spaces of sections are isomorphic as locally convex vector
spaces. From now on, we identify TS1 with S1 × R via ψ.

The set Ω := S1 × ]−π, π[ is an open neighbourhood of the zero-section
in TS1 ∼= S1 ×R. Following Remark 2.3(2), the trivialisation of the tangent
bundle yields a canonical real analytic local addition via

Σ: Ω → S1, (z, r) 7→ z · eir.
In fact, the map

(πS1 ,Σ): Ω → {(z, w) ∈ S1 × S1 | z 6= −w}, (z, r) 7→ (z, z · eir),
is an analytic diffeomorphism with inverse

(πS1 ,Σ)−1 : {(z, w) ∈ S1 × S1 | z 6= −w} → Ω, (z, w) 7→ (z, arg(w/z)),

where arg denotes the principal argument in the interval ]−π, π[.

4.2 (The composition map of CωR(S1,S1)). Observe that id∗S1TS
1 = TS1

∼= S1 × R. Thus, the canonical chart in 2.5 around idS1 is given by

ΦidS1
: UidS1

→ VidS1 ⊆ C
ω
R(S1,R), γ 7→ (z 7→ arg(γ(z)/z)),

Φ−1idS1
: VidS1 → UidS1

, η 7→ (z 7→ z · eiη(z)).

In this chart, the composition map looks like

µ : CωR(S1,R)× CωR(S1,R)→ CωR(S1,R), (η1, η2) 7→ η1 ◦ E(η2),

where E(η) : S1 → S1, z 7→ z · eiη(z). We will now show that µ is not real
analytic in any open neighbourhood of (0, 0).

4.3 (The Silva spaces Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C) and CωR(S1,R)). Viewing S1 as
a subset of C× := C \ {0}, we may consider C× to be a complexification
of S1. This allows us to fix a fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods

Un := {z ∈ C | e−1/n < |z| < e1/n}
of S1 in its complexification. By [13, 4.2], the complexification of the lo-
cally convex space CωR(S1,R) is the Silva space Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C). Now
Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C) is the locally convex direct limit of the following sequence
of complex Banach spaces:

Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C) =
⋃
n∈N

Holb(Un,C).

To shorten the notation we set Ebn := Holb(Un,C).

Proposition 4.4. The map µ : CωR(S1,R) × CωR(S1,R) → CωR(S1,R)
introduced in 4.2 is not real analytic on any neighbourhood of (0, 0) ∈
CωR(S1,R)× CωR(S1,R).
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Proof. Assume that µ is real analytic in a neighbourhood of (0, 0). Then
by definition, there exists an open zero-neighbourhood Ω ⊆ Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C)
and a holomorphic mapping µC : Ω × Ω → Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C) such that
µC(η1, η2) = µ(η1, η2) whenever η1, η2 ∈ Ω ∩ CωR(S1,R).

Since the linear map Eb1 → Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C), f 7→ f |S1 , is continuous,

there is R > 0 such that the closed ball B
Eb1
R (0) is mapped into the open

neighbourhood Ω ⊆ Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C).
Using this R, we define the following meromorphic function:

f : C× \ {eR, e−R} → C, z 7→ 1

z − eR
+

1

1/z − eR
.

By construction, this function has the properties

f(z) = f(z) and f(1/z) = f(z) for all z.

Combining these two properties, we may conclude that whenever z ∈ S1, we
have f(z) ∈ R, since

f(z) = f(z) = f(1/z) = f(z).

The function f has poles of order 1 at eR and e−R (and a removable sin-
gularity at 0 which is not important for our discussion) and is holomorphic
elsewhere.

As a next step, we fix n ∈ N such that 1/n < R and find δ > 0 such

that the closed ball B
Ebn
δ (0) is mapped into the open neighbourhood Ω ⊆

Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C). Since the (relatively compact) open set Un has a positive
distance from all the singularities of f , the function f is bounded on Un.

Hence, f |Un ∈ Ebn. We fix a scalar r > 0 such that r · f |Un ∈ B
Ebn
δ (0).

For each complex z, we denote by z ·1U1 the constant function defined on
U1 taking the value z at each point. For |z| ≤ R, the function z ·1U1 belongs

to B
Eb1
R (0) which is mapped into Ω when restricting the domain to S1.

For each z ∈ BC
R(0), the pair

(r · f |Un , z · 1U1) ∈ BEbn
δ (0)×BEb1

R (0) ⊆ Ω ×Ω
lies in the domain of the holomorphic map µC : Ω ×Ω → Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C).
This allows us to define

h : BC
R(0)→ C, z 7→ µC(r · f |Un , z · 1U1)(1).

As a composition of holomorphic mappings, this function is itself holomor-
phic on the open disc BC

R(0) ⊆ C.
Now, let z ∈ BC

R(0)∩R = ]−R,R[. Then, we can evaluate h(z) explicitly:

h(z) = µC(r · f |Un , z · 1U1)(1) = µ(r · f |Un , z · 1U1)(1)(4.1)

= r · f ◦ E(z · 1U1)(1) = r · f(1 · eiz·1U1
(1))

= r · f(eiz).
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Note that for |z| < R, we have

|eiz| = eRe(iz) = e−i Im(z)

and since Im(z) ∈ ]−R,R[, we conclude that eiz is not one of the singularities
of the function f . This shows that the holomorphic function

g : BC
R(0)→ C, z 7→ r · f(eiz),

makes sense and coincides with h for all real arguments z by (4.1). By
the identity theorem for holomorphic functions, we obtain h ≡ g and thus
(4.1) holds for all z ∈ BC

R(0). In particular, this allows us to conclude that

h(it) = r · f
(
ei(it)

)
for all t ∈ ]0, R[ and hence

µC(r · f |Un , it · 1U1)(1) = r · f(e−t).

Now, we take the limit t → R on both sides and obtain a contradiction,
since the left hand side converges to the well-defined number

µC(r · f |Un , iR · 1U1)(1)

while the right hand diverges since eR is a pole of f .

We can now deduce the content of Theorem C.

Theorem 4.5. The group multiplication in Diffω(S1) is not real analytic.
Thus the Lie group (Diffω(S1), ◦) is not a real analytic Lie group in our
sense.

Proof. By 2.9, the group Diffω(S1) is an open neighbourhood of idS1 in
the manifold CωR(S1,S1). Pulling back the group multiplication by the canon-
ical chart 4.3, we obtain the mapping µ from 4.2 on some open neighbour-
hood of (0, 0) in Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C) × Hol(S1 ⊆ C×,C). Hence the assertion
follows from Proposition 4.4.

Appendix. Locally convex calculus and the topology of the
space of germs of analytic maps. In this appendix we recall several
well known facts concerning calculus in locally convex spaces. Moreover, we
discuss topologies on spaces (of germs) of analytic mappings. These results
are well known, but it is sometimes difficult to extract the results and their
proofs from the literature. Hence we repeat the results needed together with
their proofs for the reader’s convenience.

Definition A.1. Let r ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} and E, F locally convex K-vector
spaces and U ⊆ E open. We say a map f : U → F is a CrK-map if it is
continuous and the iterated directional derivatives

dkf(x, y1, . . . , yk) := (Dyk · · ·Dy1f)(x)

exist for all k ∈ N0 with k ≤ r and y1, . . . , yk ∈ E and x ∈ U , and the
mappings dkf : U × Ek → F so obtained are continuous. If f is C∞R , we
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say that f is smooth. If f is C∞C , we say that f is holomorphic or complex
analytic (6) and that f is of class CωC .

Definition A.2 (Complexification of a locally convex space). Let E be
a real locally convex topological vector space. We endow the locally convex
product EC := E × E with the scalar multliplication

(x+ iy).(u, v) := (xu− yv, xv + yu) for x, y ∈ R, u, v ∈ E.

The complex vector space EC is called the complexification of E. We identify
E with the closed real subspace E × {0} of EC.

Definition A.3. Let E, F be real locally convex spaces and f : U → F
defined on an open subset U ⊆ E. We call f real analytic (or CωR) if f

extends to a C∞C -map f̃ : Ũ → FC on an open neighbourhood Ũ of U in the
complexification EC.

For r ∈ N0 ∪ {∞, ω}, being of class CrK is a local condition, i.e. if f |Uα
is CrK for every member of an open cover (Uα)α of its domain, then f is
CrK (see [12, pp. 51–52] for the case of CωR , the other cases are clear by
definition). In addition, the composition of CrK-maps (if possible) is again a
CrK-map (cf. [12, Propositions 2.7 and 2.9]).

A.4 (CrK-Manifolds and CrK-mappings between them). For r ∈ N0 ∪
{∞, ω}, manifolds modelled on a fixed locally convex space can be defined
as usual. The model space of a locally convex manifold, and the manifold as a
topological space, will always be assumed to be Hausdorff spaces. However,
we will not assume that manifolds are second countable or paracompact.
Direct products of locally convex manifolds, tangent spaces and tangent
bundles as well as CrK-maps between manifolds may be defined as in the
finite-dimensional setting.

For CrK-manifolds M,N we use the notation CrK(M,N) for the set of all
CrK-maps from M to N . Moreover, we let DiffrK(M) denote the subset of
all CrK-diffeomorphisms in CrK(M,M). For C∞C -manifolds, we will also write
Hol(M,N) := CωC(M,N) := C∞C (M,N) for the set of all holomorphic maps
from M to N .

Furthermore, for s ∈ {∞, ω}, we define locally convex CsK-Lie groups
as groups with a CsK-manifold structure turning the group operations into
CsK-maps.

To deal with manifolds of analytic mappings we need to slightly extend
the notion of locally convex manifold. This is needed only in Section 2, where
we relax the definition of a manifold as follows.

(6) Recall from [6, Proposition 1.1.16] that C∞C functions are locally given by series
of continuous homogeneous polynomials (cf. [4, 3]). This justifies our abuse of notation.
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Definition A.5 (Generalized manifolds). Let M be a Hausdorff topo-
logical space.

(1) A pair (Uκ, κ) with Uκ ⊆ M open and κ : Uκ → Vκ ⊆ Eκ a home-
omorphism onto an open subset of a locally convex space Eκ over
K is called a generalised manifold chart. Note that the model space
may change depending on the chart.

(2) For r ∈ N0 ∪ {∞, ω} define CrK-compatibility and CrK-atlases for
generalised manifold charts exactly as in the finite-dimensional case.
A generalised CrK-manifold is a Hausdorff topological space with a
CrK-manifold structure, i.e. an equivalence class of CrK-atlases induced
by an atlas of generalised charts.

Now we discuss the standard topologies on function spaces.

Definition A.6 (The compact open C∞K -topology). Let M be a finite-
dimensional C∞K -manifold of dimension d ∈ N0 and let E be any locally
convex K-vector space. The compact-open C∞K -topology on the vector space
C∞K (M,E) is the locally convex topology, given by the seminorms

Pα,φ,K,p : C∞K (M,E)→ [0,∞[, γ 7→ sup
x∈K

p
(
∂α(γ ◦ φ−1)(x)

)
,

where p is a continuous seminorm on E, α ∈ Nd0 is a multi-index, φ : Uφ → Vφ
is a C∞K -diffeomorphism of an open subset Uφ ⊆ M onto an open subset
Vφ ⊆ Kd, and K ⊆ Vφ is a compact set.

In the case K = C, the space C∞C (M,E) is endowed just with the
compact-open topology. However, it is a well known fact that the compact-
open topology coincides in this case with the topology from Definition A.6.
For the reader’s convenience we give a sketch of the proof.

Lemma A.7. Let M be a finite-dimensional complex manifold and let
E be a complex locally convex vector space. Then the compact-open C∞C -
topology on the space

Hol(M,E) = C∞C (M,E),

defined in Definition A.6, agrees with the usual compact-open topology, which
is the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets.

Proof. Since M is locally compact, we may work in local charts, and
hence assume that M = Ω ⊆ Cd is an open subset of a finite-dimensional

vector space Cd. Let a ∈ Ω. Then there isR > 0 such thatK := B
Cd
R (a) ⊆ Ω.

We fix r := R/2. Let x ∈ BCd
r (a) and v ∈ Cd be any vector of norm 1. Then

by Cauchy’s integral formula, we can write the derivative of γ ∈ Hol(Ω,E)
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at x in direction v as

d1γ(x, v) =
1

2πi

�

|z|=r

γ(x+ zv)

z2
dz.

Applying a continuous seminorm p on both sides, we obtain

p(d1γ(x, v)) ≤ 1

2π
· 2πr sup

|z|=r

p(γ(x+ zv))

r2
≤ 1

r
sup
y∈K

p(γ(y)).

In particular, if we choose v = ej (a standard basis vector of Cd), we obtain

p

(
∂γ

∂xj
(x)

)
≤ 1

r
sup
y∈K

p(γ(y)),

and since x ∈ BCd
r (a) was arbitrary, this implies that uniform convergence on

K implies uniform convergence on the open ball BCd
r (a). As every compact

subset K ⊆ Ω can be covered by finitely many open balls, we have shown
that taking the partial derivative ∂/∂xj is continuous with respect to the
compact-open topology. The case of a derivative with respect to a multi-
index follows by induction.

A.8 (The space of bounded holomorphic functions). For a finite-dimen-
sional complex manifold M and complex Banach space E, the space of
bounded holomorphic functions

Holb(M,E) := {γ ∈ Hol(M,E) | γ is bounded on M}
is a Banach space with respect to the supremum norm (cf. [3, Proposition
6.5]).

A.9 (Fundamental sequence). Let K be a compact subset of a finite-
dimensional CωK manifold M . Then there always exists a sequence U1 ⊇
U2 ⊇ · · · of metrisable open neighbourhoods of K in M such that:

(1) For each n ∈ N, the set Un+1 is compact in Un.
(2) Each open neighbourhood U of K contains one of the sets Un, n ∈ N.
(3) Each connected component of each set Un intersects the compact set

K nontrivially.

Such a sequence will be called a fundamental sequence of open neighbour-
hoods of K in M .

Proof. Note that in general, M need not be metrisable. However, M is
locally compact. Thus, the compact set K has a relatively compact neigh-
bourhood U . The closure U is compact and locally metrisable, hence metris-
able (7). Therefore, the compact set K is contained in an open relatively
compact and metrisable set U .

(7) For locally metrisable spaces, metrisability and paracompactness are equivalent.
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Using a metric on U , we construct a descending sequence U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ · · ·
of open neighbourhoods of K in U such that every neighbourhood of K in
M contains some Un. We can and will always choose a fundamental sequence
such that every connected component of each Un meets K and Un+1 ⊆ Un
for all n. Furthermore, the closure Un+1 is contained in U for all n ∈ N,
whence it is compact (in M and also in Un).

A.10 (The space of germs of analytic mappings). Let K be a compact
subset of a finite-dimensional CωK manifold M and let E be a locally convex
vector space over K.

(1) Let CωK(K ⊆M,E) be the space of germs of K-analytic maps along
K of CωK-functions from open K-neighbourhoods in M to E.

Again we set Hol(K ⊆ M,E) := CωC(K ⊆ M,E). By abuse of notation
the germ of f around K will be denoted as f .

(2) Let K = C. Consider the directed set (N ,⊆) of open neighbourhoods
of K in M (partially) ordered by inclusion. Then for U,W ∈ N with W ⊆ U
we obtain continuous linear maps

resUW : Hol(U,E)→ Hol(W,E), f 7→ f |W ,
which yields an inductive system in the category of complex locally convex
spaces. Passing to the limit of the system, we obtain limit maps

resWK : Hol(W,E)→ Hol(K ⊆M,E), W ∈ N ,
assigning to each f ∈ Hol(W,E) the associated germ around K. We give
Hol(K ⊆ M,E) the (a priori not necessarily Hausdorff) inductive limit
topology of the above inductive system. In Lemma A.11 we will see that
this topology is indeed Hausdorff.

(3) Let again K = C and fix a fundamental sequence U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ · · ·
of K in M . By A.9(3) and the identity theorem for analytic mappings

the bonding maps resUnUm are injective for m ≥ n, and so are the limit
maps. Now A.9(2) implies that the direct limit topology on Hol(K ⊆M,E)
discussed in part (2) equals the direct limit topology of the sequence
(Hol(Un, E), resUnUn+1

)n∈N.

For E finite-dimensional, the topology on Hol(K ⊆ M,E) is nicer. By
A.9(1) the bonding maps of the inductive limit factor in the obvious way
through

Hol(Un, E)→ Holb(Un+1, E)→ Hol(Un+1, E).

We conclude that Hol(K ⊆M,E) = lim−→Holb(Un, E).
The topology on Hol(K ⊆ M,C) coincides with the inductive topology

induced by the system

Holb(Un,C)→ Hol(K ⊆M,C), g 7→ resUnK (g), for n ∈ N.
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In [18, Theorem 3.4] it was proved that the bonding maps of this system are
compact, whence Hol(K ⊆M,C) becomes a Silva space (8). For k ∈ N recall
from [11, Lemma 3.4] that Hol(K ⊆M,Ck) ∼= Hol(K ⊆M,C)k as topolog-
ical vector spaces. Thus Hol(K ⊆ M,Ck) is a Silva space for all k ∈ N as a
finite locally convex sum of Silva spaces.

Lemma A.11 (Hol(K ⊆M,E) is Hausdorff). Let K be a compact subset
of a finite-dimensional CωC manifold M and let E be a complex locally convex
vector space. Then Hol(K ⊆M,E) with the topology of A.10(2) is Hausdorff.

Proof. For each a ∈M , let Va denote the set of all charts around a, i.e.
of all C∞C -diffeomorphisms φ : Uφ → Vφ with Uφ an open a-neighbourhood in
M and Vφ open in Cd with d = dimM . Denote by N the family of all open
K-neighbourhoods in M . For each W ∈ N , Lemma A.7 yields a continuous
linear map

ΨW : Hol(W,E)→
∏
a∈K

∏
φ∈Va

∏
α∈Nd0

E, γ 7→
(
∂α(γ ◦ φ−1)(φ(a))

)
.

By construction, for W,U ∈ N with W ⊆ U we have ΨW ◦resUW = ΨU . Hence
on the locally convex limit Hol(K ⊆M,E) these maps induce a continuous
linear map

Ψ : Hol(K ⊆M,E)→
∏
a∈K

∏
φ∈Va

∏
α∈Nd0

E.

This map is injective by the identity theorem for holomorphic maps. Hence,
we obtain an injective continuous map from Hol(K ⊆M,E) into a Hausdorff
space, implying the Hausdorff property of the space of germs.

We will now study sections of locally convex vector bundles. Our goal is
to topologise spaces of germs of analytic sections around compact subsets.

Lemma A.12 (Regularity of total spaces of bundles). Let (F, π,M) be
a topological vector bundle, i.e. a vector bundle whose typical fibre E is a
topological vector space. The total space F is regular as a topological space
if and only if the topological space M is regular.

Proof. The space M can be embedded in the total space F via the zero-
section. Hence, M is regular if F is regular by [8, Theorem 2.1.6]. To show
the converse implication, assume that M is regular.

Recall from general topology that F is regular if every open neighbour-
hood of every point contains a closed neighbourhood of that point. To check
this criterion fix a ∈ F together with an open a-neighbourhood Ω ⊆ F .

(8) Recall that a Silva space is defined as the inductive limit of a sequence of Banach
spaces such that the bonding maps are compact.
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Choose a trivialisation κ : π−1(Mκ) → Mκ × E of the bundle with a in
π−1(Mκ). The set κ(Ω ∩ π−1(Mκ)) is an open neighbourhood of κ(a) in
M ×E. Hence, we can find open subsets W ⊆Mκ and V ⊆ E, respectively,
such that

κ(a) ∈W × V ⊆ κ(Ω ∩ π−1(Mκ)).

Now Mκ is regular as a subspace of the regular space M , and E is regular as
a topological vector space. Therefore, we may choose W and V so small that
W×V ⊆ κ(Ω∩π−1(Mκ)). We obtain an a-neighbourhood A := κ−1(W×V )
⊆ F contained in Ω. It remains to show that A is closed in F .

Consider an element a of the closure A of A. Then π(a) ∈ π(A) ⊆ π(A) =

W = W ⊆Mκ. As a ∈ π−1(Mκ) we obtain κ(a) ∈ κ(A) ⊆ κ(A) = W × V =
W × V . This implies that a ∈ κ−1(W × V ) = A, which shows that A is
closed and concludes the proof.

Definition A.13. Let (F, π,M) be a CωC-bundle whose typical fibre E
is a complex locally convex vector space and M is finite-dimensional.

(1) Let ΓωC (F ) be the space of holomorphic sections of (F, π,M). We
topologise ΓωC (F ) with the initial topology with respect to the maps

θψ : ΓωC (F )→ Hol(Mψ, E), X 7→ pr2 ◦ ψ ◦X|Mψ
.

Here ψ ranges through all bundle trivialisations of F . Note that
ΓωC (F ) is Hausdorff as the point evaluations are continuous.

Consider a compact subset K ⊆M .

(2) Let NK be the set of all open K-neighbourhoods. For U ∈ NK we
define the restricted bundle (F |U := π−1(U), π|UF |U , U).

(3) We denote by ΓωC (F |K) the space of germs of sections along K,
i.e. germs of sections in ΓωC (F |U) where U ranges NK . Topologise
ΓωC (F |K) as the locally convex inductive limit of the cone (ΓωC (F |W )
→ ΓωC (F |K))W∈NK (where the limit maps send a section to its
germ).

At this point it is not clear whether ΓωC (F |K) is Hausdorff; we will establish
it in Lemma A.16.

Lemma A.14. Let (F, π,M) be a CωC-bundle whose typical fibre E is a
complex locally convex space and M is finite-dimensional. The topology of
ΓωC (F ) (cf. Definition A.13) coincides with the compact-open topology. Hence
a typical subbasis for the topology is

bL,Oc := {X ∈ ΓωC (F ) | X(L) ⊆ O}
where L is a compact subset of M , and O is an open subset of F .

Proof. We show first that for every compact set L ⊆M and open subset
O ⊆ F the set bL,Oc is open in ΓωC (F ). To this end, we will prove that bL,Oc
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is a neighbourhood of each fixed σ ∈ bL,Oc. Since L ⊆M is compact and M
is finite-dimensional, there is a finite family of compact sets Kα ⊆ M, 1 ≤
α ≤ m such that:

• L =
⋃
αKα,

• for each α there is a bundle trivialisation ψα with Kα ⊆Mψα , and
• (Kα × pr2 ◦ ψα ◦ σ(Kα)) ⊆Mψα × pr2 ◦ ψα(O ∩ domψα).

Recall that the topology on ΓωC (F ) is initial with respect to the maps θψ
where ψ runs through all bundle trivialisations. Moreover, the range space
of θψ carries the compact-open topology. As we are dealing with sections,
the following identity holds:

Ωα := bKα, (pr2 ◦ ψα)−1(pr2 ◦ ψα(O ∩ domψα))c
= θ−1ψα (bKα,pr2 ◦ ψα(O ∩ domψα)c).

In particular, σ is contained in each open set Ωα for 1 ≤ α ≤ m. Note that
by construction the set

⋂
1≤α≤mΩα is contained in bL,Oc which proves that

bL,Oc is a neighbourhood of σ.
Conversely, fix a section τ together with an arbitrary τ -neighbourhood

Ω in ΓωC (F ). By definition of the initial topology, Ω contains an open
τ -neighbourhood of the form⋂
1≤k≤n

θ−1ψk (bLk, Ukc), where Lk ⊆Mψk is compact and Uk ⊆ E is open.

As above, θ−1ψk (bLk, Ukc)=bLk, (pr2 ◦ψk)−1(Uk)c. Thus the assertion follows.

Lemma A.15. Let (F, π,M) be a CωC-bundle whose typical fibre E is a
complex locally convex space and M is finite-dimensional. Consider a com-
pact subset K of M .

(1) If there is a trivialisation ψ : F ⊇ Ω →Mψ ×E such that K ⊆Mψ,
then the map Iψ : ΓωC (F |K) → CωC(K ⊆ Mψ, E), γ 7→ pr2 ◦ ψ ◦ γ, is
an isomorphism of locally convex spaces.

(2) If L ⊆ K is another compact subset, then the canonical restriction
map resKL : ΓωC (F |K)→ ΓωC (F |L) is continuous linear.

(3) Let K1,K2 ⊆ M be compact subsets with K = K1 ∪ K2. Then the
map

R := (resKK1
, resKK2

) : ΓωC (F |K)→ ΓωC (F |K1)⊕ ΓωC (F |K2)

is a topological embedding. In particular, if K1 ∩K2 = ∅ then R is
an isomorphism of locally convex spaces.

Proof. (1) Let W ⊆Mψ be an open neighbourhood of K. From Lemma
A.14 we deduce that the linear bijective map (pr2 ◦ ψ)∗ : ΓωC (F |W ) →
Hol(W,E), σ 7→ pr2 ◦ ψ ◦ σ, is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces.
Now the assertion follows from an easy inductive limit argument.
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(2) Since resWU : Hol(W,E)→ Hol(U,E) is continuous linear for all open
U ⊆W , the assertion follows from an inductive limit argument.

(3) By (2), R is continuous linear. Clearly R is also injective. If K1 and
K2 are disjoint, the assertion of the lemma is trivial.

Thus we will now assume that K1 ∩K2 6= ∅. Fix fundamental sequences
(U in)n∈N of neighbourhoods of Ki for i ∈ {1, 2}. By construction the sets
Un := U1

n ∪ U2
n form a fundamental sequence for K.

It remains to show that the map R is a topological embedding. To this
end let Ω be an open zero-neighbourhood in ΓωC (F |K). It remains to show
that R(Ω) is an open zero-neighbourhood in R(ΓωC (F |K)). By [24, p. 109]
we may assume that Ω is a zero-neighbourhood of the form

Ω =
⋃
n∈N

∑
1≤j≤n

Ωj with Ωj ⊆ ΓωC (F |Uj) an open zero-neighbourhood.

Adjust choices to achieve (Lemma A.14) that Ωj = bLj , Ojc with Lj ⊆ Uj
compact and Oj ⊆ F open. Hence every Ωj gives rise to two open sets

bLj ∩ U ij+1, Ojc ⊆ ΓωC (F |U ij) for i ∈ {1, 2}. As we deal with sections, one

easily obtains the equality

R(Ω) =
⋃
n∈N

∑
1≤j≤n

(
bLj ∩ U1

j+1, Ojc × bLj ∩ U2
j+1, Ojc

)
∩R(ΓωC (F |K)).

Since the locally convex space ΓωC (F |K1)⊕ΓωC (F |K1) is the inductive limit of

the system ΓωC (F |U1
n)⊕ΓωC (F |U2

n), we see that R(Ω) is open in the subspace
topology. Summing up, R is a topological embedding.

Lemma A.16. Let (F, π,M) be a CωC-bundle whose typical fibre E is a
complex locally convex space and M is finite-dimensional. Fix a compact
subset K ⊆ M and a finite family (Kα)α∈A of compact subsets of M such
that:

(1) K =
⋃
αKα,

(2) for each α there is a bundle trivialisation ψα with Kα ⊆Mψα.

With the notation of Lemma A.15 the mapping

Θ := (Iψα ◦ resKKα)α∈A : ΓωC (F |K)→
⊕
α∈A

Hol(Kα ⊆Mψα , E)

is a linear topological embedding, whose image is a closed vector subspace.
Thus ΓωC (F |K) is Hausdorff. If E is finite-dimensional, then ΓωC (F |K) is a
Silva space.

Proof. Iteratively applying Lemma A.15(3) we obtain a linear topologi-
cal embedding

RA = (resKKα)α∈A : ΓωC (F |K)→
⊕
α∈A

ΓωC (F |Kα).
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Apply Lemma A.15(1) to each summand to see that Θ is a topological
embedding. Now ΓωC (F |K) embeds into a product of Hausdorff spaces (cf.
Lemma A.11) and thus ΓωC (F |K) is Hausdorff. Moreover, the image imΘ is
homeomorphic to imRA ⊆

⊕
α∈A Γ

ω
C (F |Kα).

It is easy to see that the image of RA is the space{
(γα)α∈A ∈

⊕
α∈A

ΓωC (F |Kα)

∣∣∣∣ resKαKα∩Kβ (γα) = res
Kβ
Kα∩Kβ (γβ)

if Kα ∩Kβ 6= ∅

}
.

As each ΓωC (F |Kα ∩Kβ) is Hausdorff, the image of RA is obviously closed.

Let E now be finite-dimensional. Then each Hol(Kα ⊆ Mψα , E) is a
Silva space by A.10(3). Since any finite locally convex sum of Silva spaces
and closed subspaces of Silva spaces is a Silva space by [5, Corollary 8.6.9],
the assertion follows.
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